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The purpose of this bibliography is to introduce the resources of the Arthur Paul Afghanistan 
Collection to scholars interested in Afghanistan studies. The Arthur Paul Afghanistan Collection 
at the University Library, University of Nebraska at Omaha, is one of the largest collections of 
Afghanistan materials in the western hemispheres and the largest collection of research materials 
on Afghanistan in the United States.  The Collection started in mid-1970s with the donation of 
some one thousand items on Afghanistan by Arthur Paul.  The Library continues to add new 
titles to the Collection. The Collection has over seven thousand titles in over twenty languages.   
The majority of the materials are in English.  Dari and Pashto languages are also well 
represented.  This unique collection of Afghanistan materials serves a large number of local, 
national and international scholars.   
 
In December 1995, I published the first volume of this bibliography. Volume I included all the 
Pashto and Dari language titles that were in the Collection at that time. During the last few years 
more titles added.  All Afghanistan Collection materials including the added titles are cataloged 
online and are accessible through the Library online catalog (GENISYS). 
 
Volume II includes English and other European language materials. This volume contains titles 
that were added to the Collection prior to January 1998. During the last two years a number of 
new titles are added not listed in this bibliography.  
 
Entries in this volume are arranged by subject contents of each title. Within the subject each 
entry is arranged alphabetically under the last name of the author. In cases where an author is not 
present the entry is arranged by the title with the subject that it represents. All entries contain the 
main bibliographic information such as author, title, publisher, place and the year of publication.  
Some entries may also include additional information such as series, alternative title, additional 
author and annotation. I have assigned an item number to each entry. The item numbers facilitate 
locating a specific title or author by consulting the author/title index provided at the end of this 
bibliography. 
 
Completing this volume took more time than I had anticipated. Several obstacles including 
changing of software delayed the project. During the entire process I had the full support of Ella 
Jane Bailey, the Chair of Access Services, University Library. I appreciate her encouragement 
and her help in this project. I am also thankful to Robert S. Runyon, Dean, University Library. 
The Collection grew under his direction and leadership. Mr. Runyon’s interest in Afghanistan 
made this collection to gain its current strength and status.   The Arthur Paul Afghanistan 
Collection has become a world known Afghanistan research library and attracts scholars from 
around the world. In addition to local and national scholars a large number of international 
scholars come to Omaha to use the resources of this Collection.  I would like to thank Janice S. 
Boyer, Associate Dean, University Library, in her managing of the financial aspect of this 
project and working with the publisher in this regard.  I am especially thankful to Cathleen 
 
 
Hamilton for her hard work in helping me to bring this project to a completion. Without her 
support it would have taken me longer to publish.   
 
Shaista Wahab, Professor 
University Library 



























Periodicals and Newspapers 
 
1. AACAR bulletin, 1988- 
New Britain, CT.: The Association.  
Semiannual. ISSN: 0898-6827. 
Alternative title: AACAR bulletin of the Association for the Advancement of Central 
Asian Research.   
Library has: v. 3, no. 1, 1990 
DS327 .A233 
 
2. ACBAR news summary, 19--? 
Peshawar, Pakistan: ACBAR.  Monthly.     
Alternative title: Agency Coordinating Body for Afghan Relief News summary. 
Library has: 1992- present (incomplete) 
DS350 .A23 
 
3. Afghan Information Centre monthly bulletin, 1980?-1992. 
Peshawar, Pakistan: Afghan Information Centre.   
Monthly. Title history: Monthly bulletin: Afghan Information Centre, no. 9 (Jan. 1982)-
no. 24 (Mar. 1983); beginning no. 25 (Apr. 1983): Afghan Information Centre monthly 
bulletin.  
Reports on current situation in Afghanistan. 
Library has: no. 15, 1982 - no. 131, 1992 (incomplete)  
DS350 .S62 
 
4. Afghan jehad, v. 1, no. 1, June-Aug. 1987- 
Islamabad, Pakistan: Cultural Council of Afghanistan Resistance. 
Quarterly magazine of the Cultural Council of Afghanistan Resistance. 
Includes events pertaining to Afghanistan's political, social and cultural affairs. 
Library has: v. 1-5, 1987-1992 
DS371.2 .A33 
 
5. Afghan jihad news: the mirror of Afghanistan struggle,  
v. 1, no. 1, Sept. 5, 1986- 
Washington, D.C.: Afghan Jehad News. Monthly. 
Library has: v. 1, no. 1, 4, 6-12, 1986/87; v. 2, no. 2, 1988 
DS350 .A35 
 
6. Afghan realities, 1980?- 
Peshawar, Pakistan: Afghan Information and Documentation Centre.  ISSN: 0291-2716. 
This publication contains national and international reports on Afghanistan's political 
affairs. It also includes reports of the anti-Afghan government parties fighting in 
Afghanistan. 





7. Afghanica, no. 1, August (1987)- 
Oxford, United Kingdom. Semiannual.   
Alternative title: Afghanistan studies newsletter. 
Afghanistan studies newsletter; editor: (March 1989-) Jadwiga Pstrusinka. 
The main objective of this publication is to establish a link between scholars interested in 
Afghanistan and to inform them of the current conferences, projects, publications, and 
other scholarly activities in the field of Afghanistan studies.   
Library has: no. 1, 1987 - to present.  
DS350 .A371 
 
8. Afghanistan, v. 1 (1946)- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Historical Society of Afghanistan. 
Quarterly. In English and French. ISSN: 0001-9682. 
Volumes 1-2 in English; v. 3 - in French and English. Issued July/Sept. 1946 - 1953 by 
the Press Dept.; Oct./Dec. 1953 - by the Director generale des relations culturelles; 
(winter 1982-) by the Scientific and Research Center, Afghanistan Academy of Sciences.  
Suspended after publication of v. 37, fall/winter 1984-1985.   
Includes articles on historical and cultural aspects of Afghan society.  Articles are 
contributed by prominent national and international scholars.   
Library has: v. 1, 1946 - v. 37, 1985 (incomplete) 
DS350 .A37 
 
9. Afghanistan forum, 1968?-  
New York: Afghanistan Council, Asia Society. 
Bimonthly. Title history: Afghanistan newsletter, 1968 - fall 1973; newsletter - 
Afghanistan Council, v. 2, no. 1 (spring 1974) - v. 10, no. 3 (June 1982); Afghanistan 
newsletter, v. 10, no. 4 (Oct. 1982); Afghanistan Forum newsletter, v. 11, no. 1 - v. 12, 
no. 1 (Jan. 1984); Afghanistan Forum, v. 12, no. 2 (Mar. 1984)-.  ISSN: 0889-2148; 
0360-702x; 0148-6098. 
Includes news clippings on the current Afghan situation.  
Ceased effective v. 25, no. 4, 1997. 
Library has: 1973-1997  
DS350 .A829 
 
10. Afghanistan info, 1979?- 
Schweizerisches Komittee zur Unterstutzung des afghanischen Volkes = Comite Suisse 
de soutien au peuple afghan = Commitato Svizzero di sostegno per il popolo afgano. 
Neuchatel: Comite Suisse de soutien au peuple afghan.  Publishes twice yearly.  
In French and English.  
Library has: 1982-1997 
DS350 .A127 
 
11. Afghanistan journal, v. 1, 1974- 
Graz, Akademische Druck - u. Verlagsanstalt. 
Issued in cooperation with Arbeitsgemeinschaft Afghanistan.  Alternative title: 
 
 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Afghanistan. In German, English or French. ISSN:0304-6125. 
Published articles on historical and cultural aspects of Afghan life. 
Library has: v. 1, 1979 - v. 9, 1982 
DS350 .A374 
 
12. Afghanistan mirror, v. 1, no. 1, Dec. 1989- 
Montclair, CA.: Sayed Khalilollah Hashemeyan 
Monthly. In English, Persian, and Pashto. ISSN: 1079-9710. 
Alternative title: Ayenah'-i Afghanistan.   
Sayed Khalilollah Hashemeyan, former Kabul University professor is the founder and 
publisher of this magazine.  Most articles are in Persian and Pashto; few in English.   
On current situation in Afghanistan. 
Library has: v. 1, 1989 - present (incomplete) 
DS371.3 .A444 
 
13. Afghanistan news, 1957?- 
London: Information Bureau, Royal Afghan Embassy 
Monthly. 
Economics, social, cultural, historical, and political activities of Afghanistan.     
Library has: v. 2, 1958 - v. 8, 1965 (incomplete) 
DS350 .A375 
 
14. Afghanistan news clipping, 1980?- 
Pakistan: prepared by International Rescue Committee (IRC), Dari/Pashtu Training and 
Development Program (DPDP), with the cooperation of Acbar Resources and 
Information Center (ARIC). 
Monthly.   
Alternative title: News clipping. 
Library has: Aug.-Dec. 1990; 1991; and Jan.-Nov. 1992 
DS350 .A29 
 
15. Afghanistan-Nytt, 1979- 
Stockholm: Svenska Afghanistankommitten 
In Swedish. ISSN: 0280-7041. 
Covers news and information regarding the political situation in Afghanistan and the 
Afghan refugees. 
Library has: 1988-1995 (incomplete) 
DS350 .A4 
 
16. Afghanistan report, 1984- 
Islamabad, Pakistan: Crisis and Conflict Analysis Team, Institute of Strategic Studies. 
Quarterly.   
Scholarly publication of the Institute of Strategic Studies; publishes articles on 
Afghanistan's history, political, social, and economic developments. 
Alternative title: Report on Afghanistan.   





17. Afghanistan Republic annual, 1974?- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Ministry of Information and Culture. 
In English. ISSN: 0304-6133.  
Annual. Reviews yearly achievements of the Afghan government in social, economic, 
and political arenas. Also includes Afghan cabinet news, Afghanistan policy and 
international agreements, new government appointees, and Afghanistan's historical 
background.  
Alternative title: Democratic Republic of Afghanistan annual.   
Library has: 1974-1976 
JQ1761.A1 A36 
 
18. Afghanistan Studies Association newsletter, v. 1, 1971?- 
Omaha, Nebraska: Afghanistan Studies Association. 
Three issues yearly.   
Earlier volumes (1-4) unpublished; mainly minutes of Association meetings, news and 
activities of the Center for Afghanistan Studies. 
Alternative title: ASA newsletter. 
Library has: v. 5, 1975 - v. 11, 1983 (incomplete) 
DS350 .A32 
 
19. Afghanistan studies journal, v. 1, no. 1, spring 1988- 
Omaha, Nebraska: University of Nebraska at Omaha, Center for Afghanistan Studies. 
Irregular. ISSN: 1046-9834.  Issue for spring 1988 also called: Premier issue.  
Promotes scholarly activities pertaining to Afghanistan; includes articles on Afghanistan's 
historical, cultural, political, social and educational activities.  
Library has: v. 1, 1988 - present 
DS350 .A377 
 
20. Afghanistan today, 198-? 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Peace, Solidarity, and Friendship Organization of the Republic of 
Afghanistan.  Bimonthly. Published under the supervision of the editorial board 
consisting of: Anahita Ratebzad, Mohammad Qabool, Ghulam Eqbal and Zarina Majid.   
Describes the achievements and the progress of the country under the Democratic 
Republic of Afghanistan regime. 
Library has: 1987-1988  (incomplete) 
DS357.6.S65 A37 
 
21. Afghanistan tribune, 1980-? 
Aachen: Federation of Afghans and Afghan Students Abroad. Bimonthly.   
In German.  
Library has: v. 5, 1975 - v. 11, 1983 (incomplete) 
DS371.2 .A384 
  
22. ARIN newsletter = Afghan Refugee Information Network, no. 1, 1980-   
 
 
London: Afghan Refugee Information Network. 
Quarterly. Irregular: 1980-1982.   
Published by volunteers. ARIN provides reviews of the current situation in Afghanistan.  
Contributors are medical workers, journalists, historians, sociologists, anthropologists, 
etc.  
Library has: no. 28, 1983 - no. 38, 1992  
HV640.5.A28 N49  
 
23. Aryana, Afghanistan Republic, v. 1, July 17, 1973- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Ministry of Information and Culture.  Quarterly. 
Contains social, cultural and political activities of the Afghan nation.  
Library has: Jan. & Apr. 1975; 1980-1981 
DS350 .A796 
 
24. Bakhtar news, 1961?- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Bakhtar News Agency. 
In English.  
Published daily, except Fridays and Afghan holidays.   
Alternative title: Bakhtar news bulletin. 
Library has: 1961-1962 (incomplete) 
AN22.A3 B34 (microfilm) 
 
25. Central Asia, no. 1, winter 1978-   
Peshawar, Pakistan: University of Peshawar, Area Study Centre (Central Asia). A 
four-monthly journal of research published by the Area Study Centre.  Includes articles 
on political, social, economic, and cultural affairs of Afghans. 
Library has: no. 4, 1979 - no. 16, 1985 
DS785.A1 C45 
 
26. Central Asian survey, v. 1, no. 1, July 1982- 
Oxford, England: Society for Central Asian Studies.   
ISSN: 0263-4937.  
Scholarly journal of Central Asia.   
Library has: v. 1, 1982 - present 
DS327 .C39 
 
27. Defis afghans, 1884-  
Paris: Bureau international Afghanistan.  
Bimonthly.  
On current situation in Afghanistan. 
Library has: no. 1-12, 1984-1987 (incomplete) 
DS371.2 .D43   
 
28. Firmest bond, 1981-   
Geneva, Switzerland.   
Quarterly. Sayed Jamaluddin Afghani was the founder and political editor; Imam 
 
 
Mohammad Abdul was the first editor-in-chief of this publication. Current editor-in-chief 
is Abdul Hakim Tabibi.   
First published in March 1884 in Paris; republished March 1981 in Geneva.   
Contains articles on Afghan history, culture and political activities. 
Alternative titles: Urwah al-wuthqa; Le lien indeliable.   
Library has: 1981-1990 (incomplete) 
BP1 .U753 
 
29. Foreign affairs bulletin, v. 1, no. 1 (April 15, 1982)- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Information and Publication Dept. of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan. 
Bimonthly.   
News and reports. 
Library has: Apr. 15, 1982 - July 31, 1982.   
DS357.5 .F67 (microfiche) 
 
30. Free Afghanistan report, 1980?- 
Washington, D.C.: The Committee for a Free Afghanistan.  Board of Directors: Charles 
Moser; Gen. Milnor Roberts; David Isby; Marx Lewis; and Kathryn Coe Royce.  
Reports on the current situation in Afghanistan. 
Library has: 1983-1988 (incomplete) 
DS350 .F74 
 
31. The front mahaz, v. 1, no. 1, Jan-Mar. 1987- 
Peshawar, Pakistan: National Islamic Front of Afghanistan. 
Quarterly. 
Alternative title: National Islamic Front of Afghanistan. 
Library has: 1987-1989 (incomplete) 
DS371.2 .F76 
 
32. Information report on Afghanistan, 195-?  
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Joint Publications Research Service. (JPRS).  
Monthly. Typescripts.   
Reports on political, economical, sociological, and military information of Afghanistan. 
Source of information is Afghanistan's leading newspapers including Anis and Islah.  
Library has: no. 30, June 1960  
DS350 .I6  
 
33. International freedom review, v. 1, no. 1, fall 1987-  
Washington, D.C.: International Freedom Foundation 
Quarterly. ISSN: 0897-506X. 
Merged with: Southern African freedom review, to form: Terra nova  (Washington, 
D.C.), v. 1 (1988)  
Focuses on international issues.  





34. International Rescue Committee: program for Afghans, annual report, 19--? 
Peshawar, Pakistan: produced by Afghan refugees at the IRC Printing Press, International 
Rescue Committee. 
Includes medical services, educational programs, income-generation projects, cross-
border programs and other activities pertaining to Afghan refugees. 
Library has: 1989-1993 
HV644.5.A28 I6  
 
35. International Rescue Committee, quarterly report, 19--? 
Peshawar, Pakistan: International Rescue Committee The Committee, 19--?  
Quarterly.  
Alternative title: Quarterly report; programs for Afghans. 
Library has: 1988-1990 (incomplete)  
HV640.5.A28 I62  
 
36. The Jihad rays, v. 1, no. 1, Oct. 20, 1982-  
Peshawar, Pakistan: Cultural Committee, Islamic Unity of the Afghan Mujahideen. 
Monthly. 
The Jihad Ray began publication in 1982, in response to the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan.  Articles focus on Soviet Union's involvement in Afghanistan and Afghan 
freedom fighter activities. 
Library has: 1982-1985  
DS371.2 .J54 
 
37. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1832-  
Calcutta: Bishop's College Press,  
v. 1 - 73 (1832-1904)  
Some issues accompanied by supplements or extra numbers.   
Merged with: Asiatic Society of Bengal.   
Articles pertaining to Afghanistan in v. 18 (1849) are: "Land and fresh water shells 
occurring in Afghanistan" by Capt. T. Hutton (p. 649) and "Revenues of states beyond 
the Sutlej, about 1750 to 1800, sketch of the recorded" by Major W. Anderson. 
Library has: v. 18, 1849 
AS472 .C2195  
 
38. The Kabul American, 1963-   
Kabul, Afghanistan: United States Embassy in Afghanistan.  
Published weekly for the American community in Afghanistan.   
It includes news and activities of the American community in Kabul. 
Library has: v. 13, pt. 1-3, 1975; v. 14, pt. 1-2, 1976; and v. 17, 1979  
DS350 .K25 
 
39. Kabul Radio Pashto News monitoring, 1982-  
Maiwand's Trust of Afghan Human Freedoms; Afghan Information Center (Peshawar, 
Pakistan. Index for each month on first frame of microfiche giving the dates included and 
 
 
number of pages of transcript for that day. Includes translations of the Afghan 
Information Center Special Bulletin. Transcripts from the radio broadcasts with monitor's 
comments.  
Library has: 1982-1997 
DS371.2 .K11 (microfiche) 
 
40. Kabul times, v. 1, no. 1, Feb. 27, 1962- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Bakhtar News Agency 
Daily. English newspaper published daily except Friday and Afghan public holidays.   
Alternative title: Kabul new times. 
Includes national and international news and reports. 
Library has: 1962-1992 (incomplete) 
DS350 .K3 (microfilm) 
 
41. Liberation-front, v. 1, no. 1, Apr.-June 1986-  
Peshawar Pakistan: Cultural and Publication Committee, Afghan National Liberation 
Front. Quarterly.  
Library has: v.1, no.1, 1986; v.2, no.4, 1987 and v.7, no.8, 1990 
DS371.2 .L53  
 
42. Monthly news bulletin, v. 1, no. 1, Dec. 1, 1989-  
Peshawar, Pakistan: Media Information, Dept. of Islamic Afghanistan.  
Monthly. Typescript. 
Published by the Ministry of Information IIGA, Islamic Interim Government of 
Afghanistan. Chiefly on military and political developments in Afghanistan; presented 
chronologically. 
Library has: no. 1, 1989 - no. 26, 1992 (incomplete)  
DS350 .M66  
 
43. The Mujahideen monthly, v. 1, no. 1, Jan. 1986- 
Peshawar, Pakistan: Political Committee, Hezb-i Islami-i Afghanistan. 
Monthly; some issues not published.   
Editor-in-Chief: Abdul Qadeer Karvab; editor: Sur Gul Speen. 
A publication of Hezbi Islami (Hekmatyar); reports on the mujahideen's activities, and 
Russia's involvement in Afghanistan.   
Library has: 1986-1990 (incomplete) 
DS371.2 .M83 
 
44. Naqd va arman, v. 1, 1995- 
Los Angeles, CA.: S. Wali Ahmadi 
Two issues a year. In Persian and English.   
Alternative title: Critique & vision. 
A journal of humanities and social sciences; designed to serve individuals interested in 
Afghanistan's literature, art, culture, and history, mostly modern period. S. Wali Ahmadi 
is the editor and publisher.   
Most articles are in Persian. Some issues include English articles. 
 
 
Library has: 1995 - present 
DS350 .N33 
 
45. News digest of Afghanistan, 196-?- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Zury's Publishing House 
Ceased publication. 
The purpose of the News Digest is to provide news and information to those who are 
interested in Afghanistan and to introduce Afghanistan to individuals in other countries 
who have no or limited knowledge about the country. Contains historical, cultural, social 
and political news.   
Library has: Jan. & Feb. 1971 
DS350 .N558 
 
46. Les Nouvelles d'Afghanistan, no. 1, juillet 1980-  
Paris: Afrane. In French. Bimonthly publication.  
Supplements accompany some issues.  
Library has: 1983-1994 (incomplete)  
DS371.2 .N68  
 
47. Operation Salam news, 198-? 
Geneva, Switzerland: Office of the Coordinator of Humanitarian and Economic 
Assistance Programs relating to Afghanistan. 
Newer title: Salam news. 
Mainly focuses on the economic situation of the Afghan refugees. 
Library has: no. 3-4, 1989; no. 5, 1990 
DS350 .O66 
 
48. Pasto quarterly, v. 1, autumn 1977- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Academy of Sciences of Afghanistan, International Centre for 
Pashto Studies. Quarterly. Mainly in English. 
Publishes scholarly articles on Pashtun history and cultural heritage.  
Library has: v. 1, 1977 - v. 8, 1985 (incomplete) 
PK6800 .P37 
 
49. Quarterly report, 19--?- 
Peshawar, Pakistan: International Rescue Committee. 
Quarterly. 
Alternative title: International Rescue Committee, Pakistan Program, quarterly report. 
Reports on the condition and activities of the Afghan refugees in Pakistan and the IRC 
relief efforts. 
Library has: 1988-1990 (incomplete) 
HV640.5.A28 I62 
 
50. Survey of progress, 1958?- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Royal Afghan Government, Ministry of Planning 
In English, Persian, Pashto. 
 
 
Title on added t.p. in Pashto: Parmakhtak katanah.   
Afghanistan's economic developments.  Compiled by Afghan government agencies.  
Library has: 1958-1971 
HC417 .A2588 
 
51. Tourism statistics quarterly bulletin, 1978-  
Kabul: Afghan Tourist Organization, Publicity Dept.  
Quarterly. Typescript. 
Mainly tables, reports tourist arrivals from 1967 to 1976.  
Library has: April-June, July-September, 1977  
G155.A25 T68  
 
52. WUFA, v. 1., no. 1. 1985- 
Peshawar, Pakistan: Writers Union of Free Afghanistan.  
Alternative title: Writers Union of Free Afghanistan. 
Library has: 1985 - present (incomplete) 







 Maps and Atlases 
 
53. Aerospace Center (U.S.) 
Operational navigation chart, ONC, G-6, Afghanistan, China, India, Iran, Pakistan, 
U.S.S.R. Prepared and published by the Defense Mapping Agency, Aerospace Center. St. 
Louis Air Force Station, Mo.: The Center, 1981. 6th ed.    
1 color map on sheet; 105 x 146 cm.  Scale 1:1,000,000. (Standard map series 
designation: series ONC)  
Compiled August 1973; revised July 1980.    
Alternative titles: Afghanistan, China, Iran, Pakistan, U.S.S.R.; Operational navigation 
chart; ONC, G-6.   
Map shows parts of Afghanistan, China, India and Pakistan. Relief shown by contours, 
shading, tints, and spot heights; elevations in feet.   
G7630 1981 .A4 (map case) 
 
54. Aerospace Center (U.S.) 
Operational navigation chart, ONC, H-8, Afghanistan, India, Pakistan.  Prepared and 
published by the Defense Mapping Agency, Aerospace Center. 6th ed.  St. Louis, Mo.: 
The Center; Riverdale, MD.: Distribution Division (C-44), National Ocean Service, 1978.  
1 color map on sheet; 105 x 146 cm.  Scale 1:1,000,000. 
Alternative titles: Afghanistan, India, Pakistan; Operational navigation chart; ONC, H-8.   
Relief shown by shading, tints, and spot heights; elevations in feet.  Includes terrain 
characteristic tints and inter chart relationship diagrams. 
 
 
G7630 1978 A47 (map case) 
 
55. Afghan Cartographic and Cadastral Survey Institute.  
Kabul.  Kabul: The Institute, 1967.  
1 color map; 60 x 50 cm.  Scale l:20,000.   
Locations of ministries, embassies, consulates, legations, hotels, restaurants, cafes, and 
points of interests are shown. 
G7634.K2 1967 A3 (map case) 
 
56. Afghan Cartographic Institute 
Economical map of Afghanistan.  Kabul: The Afghan Cartographic Institute, 1967.   
1 color map; 48 x 64 cm.  1 inch = 40 kilometer. 
"Ordered by the Ministry of Information and Culture." 
Shows provincial capitals, international and provincial boundaries, principal roads, 
secondary roads, rivers, streams, and lakes.  Also includes color pictures of historical 
monuments, agricultural products and live-stock products of various Afghan provinces.  
G7630 1967 .A3 (map case) 
 
57. Afghan Information Centre (Peshawar, Pakistan) 
Afghanistan.  Peshawar, Pakistan: Afghan Information Center, 1989.  
1 color map on sheet; 23 x 13 cm.    
Shows international and provincial boundaries, main and secondary roads, oil and gas 
pipelines, rivers, lakes, Afghan government controlled areas, battle zones, Soviet military 
bases, and mujahideen operation zones.   
"Aryana off-set Printers." 
Shows international and provincial boundaries, main and secondary roads, oil and gas 
pipelines, rivers, lakes, Afghan government controlled areas, battle zones, Soviet military 
bases, and mujahideen operation zones.   
G7630 1989 .A257 (map case) 
          
58. Afghanistan, Ministry of Mines and Industries 
Kabul industrial map.  Kabul: Ministry of Mines & Industries, 1972.   
1 map; 57 x 116 cm.  Scale 1:25,000.    
"Date: September 1971."  "US/AID, Checchi & Co." 
Lists: Industrial enterprises under the foreign investment law and the law encouraging 
industries / by Ministry of Mines & Industries -- Private enterprises approved under the 
foreign and domestic private investment law of 1967 / by Investment Committee of 
Afghanistan.  
G7634.K2 1971 K3 (maps case) 
 
59. Afghanistan, Safarat-i Kubra (Great Britain)  
Tourist map of Afghanistan: land of hospitality.  London: Issued by the Information 
Bureau, Royal Afghan Embassy, 196-?   
1 color map; 58 x 61 cm.  Scale 1:2,000,000.  
Shows provincial boundaries, provincial capitals, roads and airports.  
G7631.E635 1960 T67 (map case) 
 
 
60. Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.) 
Afghanistan.  United States: Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C., 1971.  
Color map; 43 x 54 cm. Scale 1:2,690,000.  
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.  
Maps in margin: Population; Ethnolinguistics groups; Land use and economic activity.  
G7630 1971 .U5 (map case) 
 
61. Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.) 
Afghanistan.  United States: Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C., 1972.   
1 color map; 43 x 54 cm. Scale 1:2,690,000.   
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.   
Maps in margin: Population; Ethnolinguistic groups; Land use and economic activity; 
Comparative area map; Distance map. 
G7630 1972 .U51 (map case) 
 
62. Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.) 
Afghanistan.  United States: Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C., 1980.   
1 color map; 61 x 76 cm., in envelope 16 x 24 cm.  Scale 1:2,500,000.   
"504637 10-80 (544990)."  
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.  
Envelope title: Map of Afghanistan-reference.  
G7630 1980 .U5 (map case)  
 
63. Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.) 
Afghanistan.  United States: Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C., 1982.   
1 color map; 45 x 58 cm. Scale 1:2,500,000.  
"504959 (546742) 8-82." 
G7630 1982 .U5 (map case) 
 
64. Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.) 
Afghanistan.  United States: Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C, 1982.   
1 color map; 45 x 58 cm. Scale 1:2,500,000.   
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.   
Ancillary maps: Comparative area map; Distance map; Population; Economic activity 
and land use; Ethnolinguistic groups.  
G7630 1982 .U51 (map file) 
 
65. Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.) 
Afghanistan.  United States: Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C., 1983.   
1 color map; 18 x 17 cm. Scale ca. 1:9,000,000.   
"800016 (545424) 10-83." Relief shown by shading.  
G7630 1983 .U55 (map file) 
 
66. Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.) 




1 color map; 45 x 58 cm. Scale 1:2,500,000.    
"705100 (546742) 5-85."  
G7631.R6 1985 U5 (map case) 
 
67. Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.) 
Afghanistan-Pakistan border.  United States: Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, 
D.C., 1988.  
1 color map; 21 x 17 cm. Scale 1:8,400,000.   
"800909 (A05998) 9-88." Relief shown by shading. 
Shows Afghanistan-Pakistan boundary line and adjacent areas.  
G7630 1988 .U54 (map file) 
 
68. Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.) 
Azimuthal equidistant projection centered on Kabul, Afghanistan.  United States: Central 
Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C., 1986.   
1 color map; 19 x 17 cm.    
"800788 (545168) 8-86." 
Shows radial distances.  
G7634.K2 1986 U5 (map case) 
 
69. Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.) 
Kabul.  United States: Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C., 1980.  
1 color map; 16 x 22 cm. Scale ca.1:50,000.  
"504523 6-80." 
Shows major sections of the city of Kabul, main streets, and points of interest. 
G7634.K2 1980 .U5 (map case) 
 
70. Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.) 
Registered Afghan refugees in Pakistan.  United States: Central Intelligence Agency, 
Washington, D.C., 1982.   
1 color map; 45 x 44 cm. Scale ca.1:2,500,000.  
"505379 (546742) 10-82."  
Shows refugee tent villages and refugee population in border areas. Includes location 
map and statistical figures of refugees by political divisions in Pakistan.  
G7641.F86 1982 .U5 (map case) 
 
71. Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.) 
Southwest Asia.  United States: Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C., 1980.   
1 map, color; 84 x 109 cm.  Scale:1:3,000,000.  
"504679 11-80 (544991)."  
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.  Depths shown by gradient tints and sounding.  
Includes glossary.  
G7420 1980 .U52 
 
72. Central Statistics Office, Afghan Demographic Studies 
A provisional gazetteer of Afghanistan = Atlas-i qaryah'hayi Afghanistan. 
 
 
Kabul: Afghan Demographic Studies, 1975.   
3 v.: ill.; 27 cm.   
In English and Persian or Pashto.  
Added title page: Atlas-i qaryah'hayi Afghanistan. 
v. 1. Kabul, Parwan, Maydan, Logar, Ghazni, and Paktya -- v. 2. Nangarhar, Laghman, 
Badakshan, Takhar, Baghlan, Kundus, Samangan, Balkh, Jawzjan, Faryab, and Badghis -
- v. 3. Herat, Farah, Nimroz, Helmand, Kandahar, Zabul, Oruzgan, Ghor, and Bamyan.  
Maps of provinces and names of villages are provided.   
DS351 .A63 1975  
 
73. Central Statistics Office, Afghan Demographic Studies; Eighmy, Thomas H. 
A provisional gazetteer of Afghanistan.  Kabul: Afghan Demographic Studies, Central 
Statistics Office, 1975.   
1 v. (various paging): ill., maps; 28 cm.   
Typed manuscript on Parwan province, taken from the "A provisional gazetteer of 
Afghanistan".   
Introduction and appendices by Thomas H. Eighmy.   
DS351 .A629 
 
74. Haghipour, A.; Amidi, M.; Ghorashi, M.; Kadjar, M. H.; Iran Geographic Company; 
Commission for the Geological Map of the World, Sub-Commission for the Middle East 
and South and East Asia; Unesco.  
Explanatory text of the seismotectonic map of Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan. 
Tehran, Iran: Unesco, 1984.   
1 color map; 55 x 61 cm. Scale 1:5,000,000.   
Relief shown by bathymetric isolines.  
In borders: sources, chart of the Iranian-Himalayan orogenic system, insets of Schematic 
fault and focal mechanisms map and Preliminary seismic zoning map (possible potential 
peak horizontal ground acceleration) [scale ca. 1:15,000,000].  
Accompanied by: Explanatory text of the seismotectonic map of Iran, Afghanistan and 
Pakistan, A. Haghipour, M. Ghorashi, M.H. Kadjar. 24 p.; 30 cm. 
G7421.C55 1984 .H33 (map case) 
 
75. Hizb-i Islami Afghanistan (Peshawar, Pakistan) 
Naqshah'-i siyasi va tab'i-i Afghanistan = Afghanistan.  Peshawar, Pakistan: Hizb-i Islami 
Afghanistan, 1988. 
1 color map; 140 x 107 cm.  Scale 1:1, 000,000 kilometers. 
In Persian and English.  
Alternative title: Afghanistan. 
G7630 1988 .H58 (map case) 
 
76. Karl Wenschow Gmbh 
Atlas for secondary schools in Afghanistan.  Munchen, 1955.   
33 p. of color maps; 33 cm. 
In addition to several maps of Afghanistan, also includes maps of Asia, Europe, Africa, 
Australia, United States and the Caribbean, South and Central America, Soviet Union, 
 
 
Canada, etc.  This atlas was used mainly in Afghan high schools.    
G1019 .W415 1955 
 
77. Karl Wenschow Gmbh 
Krisenherd Afghanistan.  Herstellung, Karl Wenschow-Franzis-Druck Gmbh, Munchen; 
verantwortlicher Redakteur, Ulrich Gunzert.  Munchen: JRO Kartografische 
Verlagsgesellschaft, 1989.   
1 color map; 64 x 108 cm., folded in cover 30 x 22 cm. + text (16 p.: maps (some col.); 
30 cm. (Aktuelle JRO Lankarte, v. Nr. 30-453)  
"2/89 36. Jahrgang Bestell-Nr. 30-453."  
G7633.F5 K5 1989 (map case) 
 
78. Map showing the position of the Pathan tribes  
Calcutta: Spinh, 1910.  
1 color map; 53 x 58 cm.  Scale l inch = 24 miles.  
Accompanies C. M. Enriquez, The Pathan borderland.  
Alternative title: The Pathan borderland.  
Shows demarcated boundary line, un-demarcated boundary line, frontier line, 
approximate tribal boundary, and tribal names. 
DS485.N7 E551 (map case)   
 
79. Sahab Geographic and Drafting Institute 
Afghanistan economic map: industry, agriculture, livestock, breeding & land use = Carte 
economique de l'Afghanistan: industrie, agriculture, elevage et utilisation des sols.  
Tehran: Sahab Geographic & Drafting Institute, 1977?  
1 color map; 43 x 55 cm. Scale 1:2,500,000.  
In English, French, and Persian.   
Relief shown by shading.  "Map no. 254."  
Title in Persian: Naqshah'-i iqtisad-i Afghanistan.   
Alternative title: Carte economique de l'Afghanistan.   
G7631.G1 1977 M8 (Map Case) 
 
80. Sahab Geographic and Drafting Institute 
General atlas of Afghanistan = Atlas general de l'Afghanistan. Tehran, Iran: Sahab 
Geographic & Drafting Institute, 1973?  
201 p., some color; 35 cm.  
In English, French and Persian. 
Alternative title: Atlas general de l'Afghanistan.  
The atlas has been divided into three parts.  Part 1 includes physical features, climate, 
irrigation and cultivation, population and languages, mineral deposits, livestock breeding, 
industry and agriculture, communications, towns, ancient maps; part 2 consists of a 
collection of some 500 pictures and illustrations pertaining to Afghanistan's historical, 
archaeological, cultural, and economical values; part 3 provides statistical tables 
pertaining to finance, trading, agriculture and livestock breeding, industrial production 





81. Sahab Geographic and Drafting Institute 
General map of Afghanistan = Naqshah-i rahnamayi Jumhuri-i Afghanistan.  
Tehran: The Institute, 198-?  
1 color map; 58 x 76 cm., folded to 24 x 13 cm.  Scale ca. 1:2,000,000.  
"Map no. 102."  
In English and Persian.  
Alternative title: Naqshah-i rahnamayi Jumhuri-i Afghanistan.  
Includes list of new provinces, index, and ill. (one col.)  
Insets: Map of Kabul = Naqshah-i rahnamayi shahr-i Kabul -- Economic map = 
Naqshah-i iqtisadi, showing agriculture, livestock breeding, land use, industries, 
factories, and mining. 
G7630 198- .M9 (map case)  
 
82. Sahab Geographic and Drafting Institute 
Map of Kabul = Naqshah-i rahnumayi shahr-i Kabul, piytakht-i Afghanistan. Tehran, 
Iran: Sahab Geographic and Drafting Institute, 197-?  
1 color; color, 54 x 42 cm.   
"Map No. 90" 
In English and Persian. 
Map of the city of Kabul shows locations of ministries, institutions, embassies, and 
hospitals. G7634.K2 S34 (map case) 
 
83. Soviet Union, Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii 
Afganistan: spravochnaia karta: masshtab 1:2,000,000.  Moscow: GUGK, 1985.  
1 color map; 52 x 69 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm. Scale 1:2,000,000. 1 cm. = 20 km.  
In Russian. 
Relief shown by shading, gradient tints, and spot heights.   
Accompanied by: Afganistan, ukazatel geograficheskikh nazvanii, 8 p.; 22 cm.   
Includes notes and insets of population density, ethnic groups, and economic conditions. 
Publisher's no.: B-3266.  
G7630 1985 .S6 (map case) 
 
84. Soviet Union, Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii 
Afganistan: spravochnaia karta: masshtab 1:200,000,000; 6-oe izd. Moscow: GUGK, 
1985.  
1 color map; 52 x 69 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm. Scale 1:2,000,000. 1 cm. = 20 km.; 
Conic conformal proj.   
In Russian.  
Relief shown by shading, gradient tints, and spot heights.   
Includes notes and insets of population density, ethnic groups, and economic conditions.  
Publisher's no.: B-3266. 
G7630 1986 .S6 (map case) 
 
85. Survey of India; United States, Army Map Services; Wheeler, E. O.  
Afghanistan, Iran: Farah & Herat provinces. Published under the direction of Colonel E. 
 
 
O. Wheeler, M.C. officiating surveyor general of India. Calcutta: Survey of India, 1941.  
1 color map; 45 x 65 cm.  Scale 1:253,440. 4 miles to 1 in.  
"Provisional GSGS 3919 (Survey of India)."  
"Survey of India Interim edition, 1941-AMS 1, 1945."  
"Reproduced under the direction of the Chief of Engineers by the Army Map Service, 
U.S. Army, Washington, D.C., 1945,..."  
G7630 1941 .S87 (map case) 
 
86. Svenska Afghanistankommitten  
Afghanistan.  redaktor, Anders Forsberg; kartografi, Stig Soderlind = Afghanistan; editor, 
Anders Forsberg; cartography, Stig Soderlind. 2nd rev. ed. Stockholm: Svenska 
Afghanistankommitten, 1991.   
1 color map; 68 x 97 cm. + 1 index (12 p.; 30 cm.) Scale 1:1,500,000  
Relief shown by gradient tints and spot heights.  
Insets: Kabul region -- Economy -- Ethnography.  
G7630 1991 .S9 (map case) 
 
87. United States, Army Map Service  
Joint operations graphic (ground); prepared under the direction of the Defence 
Intelligence Agency by the Army Map Service.  Washington: The Service, 1965-.  
Edition varies.   
Color maps; 46 x 65 cm. (AMS series, v. 1501)  Scale 1:250,000; transverse Mercator 
proj. 
Alternative titles: Qamruddin Karez, Pakistan; Pakistan and Afghanistan; Shahrakht, 
Iran; Afghanistan; Titan, Afghanistan; Gazik - Iran, Afghanistan; Kajaki, Afghanistan; 
Tukzar, Afghanistan; Sekhmiran, Afghanistan; Uluswali Ajrestan, Afghanistan; Oruzgan, 
Afghanistan; Abe Istada-i-Moqur, Afghanistan; Mastuj, Pakistan; Afghanistan; Jammu 
and Kashmir; Baltit, Jammu Kashmir.  
Military grid.  
Each sheet in English and one other language depending on area mapped  
Contents:  NH 42-2. Qamruddin Karez, Pakistan; Pakistan and Afghanistan -- NI 41-9. 
Shahrakht, Iran; Afghanistan -- NI 41-11.  Titan, Afghanistan -- NI 41-13. Gazik, Iran; 
Afghanistan -- NI 41-16.  Kajaki, Afghanistan -- NI 42-1. Tukzar, Afghanistan -- NI 
42-5.  Sekhmiran, Afghanistan -- NI 42-9. Oluswali Ajrestan, Afghanistan -- NI 42-13.  
Oruzgan, Afghanistan -- NI 42-14. Abe Istada-i-Moqur, Afghanistan -- NJ 43-13.  
Mastuj, Pakistan; Afghanistan; Jammu and Kashmir; U.S.S.R. -- NJ 43-14.  Baltit, 
Jammu Kashmir.  
G3200.S250 U55 (map case) 
 
88. United States, Dept. of State 
Afghanistan ethnic groups.  United States? 1954. 
1 color map; 50 x 63 cm.  Scale 1 inch = 50 kilometers.   
Note on map reads: "Data supplied by the Department of State."  
Alternative title: Ethnic groups and sub-groups in Afghanistan and adjacent areas.  
Shows various ethnic groups in Afghanistan, including Durrani, Ghilzai, Afridi, Akazai, 
Banjash, Barachi, Bhittani, Chakmani, Gadun, Jaji, Kakar, Wardak, Waziri, Yusufzai, 
 
 
Zadran, Tajik, Hazara, Turkmen, Kirghiz, Tatar, Baluchi, Brahui, Qizilbash, Nuri, 
Chitrali, Safi, Pashai, etc. 
G7633 1954 .A3 (map case) 
 
89. Wyld, James  
Map of Afghanistan, Caubul, the Punjab, Rajpootana, and the River  Indus.  London: 
Wyld, 1870.   
1 map: dissected and mounted on linen; 84 x 60 cm.; Issued in slipcase: 21 x 12 x 2 cm.  
Title on slipcase: Map of Afghanistan, the Punjab, and the adjacent territory.  
Spine title: Afghanistan  
Scale is given in geographic miles and British miles  





 Dictionaries, Encyclopedias, Directories and Yearbooks 
 
90. Afghanistan, Ministry of Information and Culture 
Afghanistan Republic annual. Kabul: Afghanistan: Vizarat-i Ittila'at va Kultur, 1947-.   
v.: ill.; 25 cm. 
ISSN: 0304-6133.  
Alternative title: Democratic Republic of Afghanistan annual.  
General information on Afghanistan, including political, economic, cultural, and historical 
events. 
Library has: 1974-1976 
JQ1761.A1 A36 
 
91. Aryanpur Kashani, Abbas; Aryanpur, Manoochehr  
The concise Persian-English dictionary: one volume. By Abbas Aryanpur-Kashani and 
Manoochehr Aryanpur-Kashani.  Tehran, Iran: Amir Kabir Publication Organization, 1990.  
viii, 1440 p.; 25 cm.  
Includes new Persian words.   
PK6379 .A69 1986  
 
92. Aryanpur Kashani, Abbas; Aryanpur, Manoochehr  
Farhang-i navin-i payvastah-i Farsi-Ingilisi va Ingilisi-Farsi = Combined new Persian-English 
and English-Persian dictionary.  Lexington, KY.: Mazda Publishers, 1986.  1st American edition. 
45, 307, 273, xi p.: ill.; 29 cm. 
ISBN: 0939214296, 0939214288 (lib. ed.) 
Title on added t.p.: The combined new Persian-English and English-Persian dictionary. 
PK6378 .A78 
 
93. Aslanov, Martiros Grigorevich; Dvoriankov, N. A.  
Pushtu-russki i slovar: 50,000 slov.  By M. G. Aslanov; pod redaktsiei N. A. Dvoriankova. Izd. 
2-e, stereotipnoe s prilozheniem novykh slov.  Moskva: "Russkii iazyk", 1985. Revised edition 
of: Afgansko-russkii slovar. 1966.  
1007 p.; 27 cm. 
Added title page in Pushto.  
At head of title: Akademiia nauk SSSR. Institut vostokovedeniia. Institut etnografii im. N.N. 
Miklukho-Maklaia.  
Russian-Pashto dictionary. 
PK6793.R8 A74 1985  
 
94. Associated Students of Afghanistan in the United States 
Yearbook of the Associated Students of Afghanistan in the United States. Indianapolis, Indiana: 
Taylor Publishing Company, 196-?  
The 1964 yearbook is edited by: Mohammed Yassin Nassimi. Officials of ASA in 1964 are: 
Hafizullah Amin, President; M. Rahim Elham, previous Vice President; Abdul Nabi, Vice 
President; Fatima Minayar, Secretary; Mohammed Sooma, Treasurer.  Editors are: M. Hussein 
 
 
Razi; and Mansoor Hashimi.   
Library has: 1964 
LB2376.6.U5 A7  
 
95. Bellew, Henry Walter  
A dictionary of the Pukkhto or Pukshto language, in which the words are traced to their sources 
in the Indian and Persian languages.  Peshawar: Saeed Book Bank, 1982.   
5, 355 p.; 25 cm.   
In English and Pashto.  
Reprint.  Originally published: Lahore: Rai Saheb M. Gulab Singh, 1901.  
PK6791 .B4 1982 
 
96. Boyle, John Andrew  
A practical dictionary of the Persian language.  New York: Saphrograph, 1965.  
193 p.; 19 cm.  
Includes currently used scientific, economic, and political terms.  Persian words have been 
transliterated into Roman script and are provided with English translations.  
PK6379 .B6 1965 
 
97. Gardezi, Abdul Ghaffar 
English-Dari technical dictionary = Farhang-i istilahat-i takhniki: vasayat transporti havi 5000 
istilah.  Compiled and translated by Abdul Ghaffar Gardezi. 1st edition.  Kabul: Matba'ah 
Dawlati, 1983.   
225, 14, 11 p., 2 leaves of plates; 20 cm.   
T55.5 .G218 1985 (microfiche) 
 
98. Gilbertson, George Waters; Ghano Khan, Haddiani 
English-Balochi colloquial dictionary.  By Major George Waters Gilbertson, assisted by Ghano 
Khan, Haddiani.  Hertford: Printed by S. Austin & sons, ltd., for the author, 1925.  
2 v. (826 p.); 22 cm.  
PK6856 .G5 
 
99. Gilbertson, George Waters; Yusufzai, Arif Ullah; Afridi, Makhmud; Qandahari, Ali Akbar 
Khan  
The Pakkhto idiom: a dictionary.  By George Waters Gilbertson, assisted by Arif Ullah, 
Yusufzai; Makhmud, Afridi; Ali Akbar Khan, Qandahari.  
Hertford, England: Printed by the Stephen Austin & Sons, Ltd., 1932.  
2 v. (964 p.); 22 cm.  
PK6791 .G5 1932  
  
100. Haidari, Parwez  
Iranisch-deutsches Worterbuch Khayam. Von  P. H.  Chapi 3. Tehran: Khayam, 1961?  
618 p.; 18 cm.   
Alternative title: Farhang-i Khayam: Farsi-Almani. 
Contains over 50,000 Persian words and phrases and their German meaning.  
 
 
PK6381.G3 I7  
 
101. Haim, Sulayman  
The larger English-Persian dictionary: designed to give the Persian meanings of 80,000 words, 
idioms, phrases, and proverbs in the English language, as well as the transliteration of difficult 
Persian words.  By S. Haim. Tehran, Iran: Farhang Moaser, 1988.  
12, 1318 p.; 28 cm.   
Alternative title: Farhang-i buzurg-i Inglisi-Farsi  
Includes English and Persian abbreviations.   
Originally published in two volumes.  
PK6379 .H26 1988  
 
102. Hanifi, Mohammed Jamil 
Historical and cultural dictionary of Afghanistan.  Metuchen, N.J: Scarecrow Press, 1976.   
viii, 141 p.; 23 cm. (Historical and cultural dictionaries of Asia publication, no. 5)   
ISBN: 0810808927.   
A general information dictionary includes names of geographic places, tribes, philosophers, 
historic places, cities, provinces, etc.  Entries are arranged alphabetically. 
DS351 .H36 
 
103. Henning, Walter Bruno; MacKenzie, D. N.  
A fragment of a Khwarezmian dictionary. By W. B. Henning, edited by D. N. MacKenzie.  
London: Lund Humphries, 1971.  
4, 56 p.; 26 cm. (Tehran University publication no. 1317; Ganjine-ye Zaban va Loghat-e Iran, 
no. 16.; Asia Major library series) 
ISBN: 0853312923.  
Khorezmi-English dictionary.  
P918 .H45 
 
104. Heslot, Sylvie; Akbar, Mohammad 
Lexique francais-pashto. By Sylvie Heslot; en collaboration avec Mohammad Akbar, Venus 
Akbar et Homayoun Madjrouh.  Paris: Centre de recherches et d'etudes documentaires sur 
l'Afghanistan, 1986.  
60 p.; 21 cm.  
French-Pashto dictionary. 
PK6800.2 .H47 1986  
 
105. International Rescue Committee, annual report.  Peshawar, Pakistan: International Rescue 
Committee, 19--? 
v.: ill; 28 cm. 
Alternative title: Program for Afghans. 
A publication of International Rescue Committee (IRC) for Afghans, published in Peshawar. 
IRC is involved in a number of projects including health, education, professional development 
and rehabilitation programs for Afghanistan. IRC's annual reports highlight their activities. 
Library has: 1989; 1991-1993 
 
 
HV640.5.A28 I6  
 
106. Kabul times  
The Kabul times annual. Kabul, Afghanistan: Kabul Times Publishing Agency, 196-? 1st edition.  
v.: ill.; 29 cm. 
ISSN: 0453-0500.  
Published by the Kabul Times Publishing Agency of the Ministry of Information and Culture.  
Highlights the government activities of the previous year, provides news and analysis of the 
Afghan economy, political, social, and historical activities of Afghanistan's provinces.  
Library has: 1967 & 1970 
DS350 .K32 
 
107. Kiseleva, Lidiia Nikolaevna; Mikolaichik, Vladimir Iosifovich  
Dari-russkii slovar: 21,000 slov.  By L. N. Kiseleva, V. I. Mikolaichik; pod rukovod. L. N. 
Kiselevoi =  Qamus-i Dari bi-Rusi.  Izd. 2., stereotipnoe s Prilozheniem novykh slov.  Moskva: 
Russkii iazyk, 1986.  
752 p.;  21 cm.   
At head of title: Akademiia nauk SSSR.  Institut vostokovedeniia.   
Alternative title: Qamus-i Dari bi-Rusi.  
Dari-Russian dictionary. 
PK6877 .K64 1986  
 
108. Lebedev, Konstantin Aleksandrovich; I'Atsevich, Liudmila Stanislavovna; Kalinina, Zoia 
Martianovna  
Russko-afganskii slovar (pushtu).  Okolo 32 000 slov. Sost. By K. A. Lebedev, L. S. I'Atsevich i, 
Z. M. Kalinina. Moskva: "Sov. entsiklopediia," 1973.  
872 p.; 27 cm.   
Alternative title: Rusi Pashto qamus. 
Russian-Pashto dictionary.  
PK6793 .L4  
 
109. Mills, Lawrence Heyworth 
A dictionary of the Gathic language of the Zend Avesta: being vol. III of a Study of the five 
Zarathushtrian Gathas.  New York: AMS Press, 1977.   
xxvii, 516, 90 p., 2 leaves of plates; 23 cm.   
ISBN: 0404128041.   
Reprint of the 1913 ed., published by F. A. Brockhaus, Leipzig, which was issued as v. 3 of the 
author's "A study of the five Zarathushtrian (Zoroastrian) Gathas."  
PK6106 .M55 1977 
 
110. Morgenstierne, Georg 
Etymological vocabulary of the Shughni group. Wiesbaden: Reichert, 1974.  
119 p.; 25 cm. (Beitrage zur Iranistik, Bd. 6)  
ISBN: 3920153286.   





111. Pashto Tolanah 
English-Pushto dictionary = Inglisi-Pashto qamus.  Kabul: Pushto Academy, 1975.   
820 p.; 25 cm. (A publication of Pashto Tolanah, nashriyat, no. 21)   
Alternative title: Inglisi-Pashto qamus. 
PK6788.A5 I55 (9 microfiche) 
 
112. Pstrusinska, Jadwiga  
International directory of scholars engaged in Afghanistan studies: part 1.  Editor: Jadwiga 
Pstrusinska; technical editor: Zbigniew Badura; assistant to the editor: Szymon Madej.  Oxford: 
Afghanica, 1989. 
14 p.; 23 cm. (Afghanica, Occasional paper series no. 1) 
DS356 .I57 1989 
 
113. Rack, Gunter 
Mathematisch-naturwissenschaftliches Worterbuch: dt.-dari. Gunter Rack, unter Mitarb. von Mir 
Mohammad Hassan ... et al.  Heidelberg: Groos, 1977.   
648 p.; 21 cm. 
ISBN: 3872761781.  
German-Dari mathematics dictionary. 
QA5 .R28 1977 
 
114. Raverty, Henry George  
A dictionary of the Pukhto, Pushto, or, Language of the Afghans: with remarks on the originality 
of the language and its affinity to the Semitic and other oriental tongues, etc. By H. G. Raverty.  
Karachi: Indus Publications, 1980.  
xxiv p., 1116 columns; 24  cm. 
In English and Pashto.   
Reprint, originally published 1860. 
PK6791 .R3 1980 
 
115. Sakaria, S.  
Concise English-Afghan Dari dictionary.  Revised & enlarged edition.  
Kabul, Afghanistan, 1967.  
iii, 183, xviii p., 2 leaves; 14 x 23 cm.  
Photocopy made in Pakistan.  
PK6380 .S35 1967b (microfiche) 
 
116. Shah, S. M.  
Afghan general and commercial directory 1327 (1948-49).  Afghanistan, 1948?  
v, 170 p.: ill.; 23 cm.  
Contents: General section -- Official section -- Medical section -- Educational section -- Press 




The directory provides general information on Afghanistan.  Lists Afghan government offices 
and prominent staff members and their responsibilities.   
DS351 .S54 1949  
 
117. United States Operations Mission to Afghanistan  
Project progress report. Kabul: Royal Government of Afghanistan and United States Operations 
Mission to Afghanistan, 196-? 
v.: ill.; 29 cm. 
Annual. 
Typescript; spiral binding. 
At the end of 1959 the Royal Government of Afghanistan and the United States Government 
were jointly involved in twenty-seven projects including education, transportation, agriculture, 
public administration, and Helmand Valley development.  This publication reports on activities 
and progress of each project. 
Library has: Jan. 1, 1960 
HC417 .U55  
 
118. Yarshater, Ehsan 
Encyclopedia Iranica. Edited by Ehsan Yarshater.  London; Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1985.   
v.; 33 cm. 
ISBN: 0710090994. 
Mostly on Iran, also includes some Afghan related topics. 
Library has: v. 1, pt. 9; v. 2, pts. 1-6; v. 3, pts. 1-2.  
DS253 .E53 1985 
 
119. Zudin, Petr Borisovich 
Russko-afganskii slovar: okolo 21 000 slov. By P. B. Zudin.  2nd ed.  Moskva: Gos. izd-vo 
inostrannykh i natsionalnykh slovarei, 1963.   
1176 p.; 21 cm.   
In Pashto and Russian languages; text in Russian.  
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ISBN: 3201010316.  
N7292.2.H47 B72 
 
772. Bussagli, Mario  
Central Asian painting.  Text by Mario Bussagli; translated from the Italian by Lothian Small.  
Geneva: Skira; New York: Rizzoli, 1979.  
135 p.: ill.; 28 cm. (Treasures of Asia)  
Published in 1963 under title: Painting of Central Asia.  
ND991 .B813 1979  
 
773. Centlivres-Demont, Micheline 
Popular art in Afghanistan: paintings on trucks, mosques, and tea-houses.  Graz: Akadem. 
Druck- u. Verlagsanst, 1976.  
63 p., 18 leaves of plates: ill., map; 26 x 28 cm.   
ISBN: 3201009768.  
ND2824.6.A1 C45 
 
774. Centlivres-Demont, Micheline 
Volkskunst in Afghanistan: Malereien an Lastwagen, Moscheen u. Teehausern. Graz: Akadem. 
Druck- u. Verlagsanst, 1976.   
71 p., 19 leaves of plates: ill., map; 25 x 28 cm.   
In German. 
ISBN: 3201010006.  
ND2824.6.A1 C46 
 
775. Chatwin, Bruce; King, David; Wyndham, Francis  
Far journeys: photographs and notebooks.  By Bruce Chatwin; introduction by Francis 
Wyndham; designed by David King; edited by David King and Francis Wyndham.  New York, 
N.Y.: Viking, 1993.  1st American ed.   
160 p.: ill. (some col.), maps; 27 x 31 cm.  
Contents: In Mauritania -- The road to Ouidah -- From hell to heaven: Four weeks in 
Afghanistan.  
PR6053.H395 F37 1993  
 
776. Czuma, Stanislaw J.; Morris, Rekha; Cleveland Museum of Art; Asia Society Galleries; 
Seattle Art Museum 
Kushan sculpture: images from early India.  By Stanislaw J. Czuma; with assistance of Rekha 
Morris. Cleveland, Ohio: Cleveland Museum of Art in cooperation with Indiana University 
Press, 1985.   
xiv, 242 p.: ill.; 29 cm. 
ISBN: 091038682X.   
Catalog of an exhibition to be held at the Cleveland Museum of Art, Nov. 13, 1985 - Jan. 5, 
1986; Asia Society, New York, Feb. 13 - April 6, 1986; Seattle Art Museum, May 8 - July 13, 
1986.  
NB1912.G38 C98 1985 
 
777. Errington, Elizabeth; Cribb, Joe; Claringbull, Maggie; Ancient India and Iran Trust; 
Fitzwilliam Museum  
The Crossroads of Asia: transformation in image and symbol in the art of ancient Afghanistan 
and Pakistan.  Edited by Elizabeth Errington and Joe Cribb with Maggie Claringbull.  
Cambridge: Ancient India and Iran Trust, 1992.  
xiv, 306 p.: ill. (some col.), maps; 28 cm.  
An exhibition at the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, 6 October - 13 December, 1992. 
N7291 .C76 1992  
 
778. Fosmire, Edward D.  
Central Asian Buddhist painting: an analysis of borrowings and the proposal of a "Central Asian 
style."  Thesis (M.A.)--California State University, Long Beach, 1993. 
2, x, 125 leaves: map.  
Photocopy. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International, 1994.   
N7291 .F67 1993a  
 
779. Gharwal, Asad  
Award winning low-fat Afghani cooking.  Bloomington, MN.: Asad Gharwal Da Afghan 
Restaurant, 1995.   
140 p.; 21 cm.  
Alternative title: Afghani cooking  
TX725.A3 G63 1995  
 
780. Golombek, Lisa; Subtelny, Maria; Middle East Studies Association of North America 
(Meeting 23rd, 1989: Toronto, Ont.)  
Timurid art and culture: Iran and Central Asia in the fifteenth century.  Edited by Lisa Golombek 
and Maria Subtelny.  Leiden; New York: E.J. Brill, 1992.  
viii, 208 p.: ill.; 28 cm. (Studies in Islamic art and architecture, v. 6) 
"Selected papers from the symposium, 'Timurid and Turkmen Societies in Transition: Iran in the 
Fifteenth Century,' held in conjunction with the Twenty-Third Annual Meeting of the Middle 
East Studies Association in Toronto, Canada, November 15-18, 1989."  
DS289.7 .T56 1992  
 
781. Gray, Basil; Unesco 
Persian miniatures from ancient manuscripts. Introduction by Basil Gray. New York: New 
American Library of World Literature by arrangement with UNESCO, 1962.   
24 p., 28 plates: ill.; 17 cm.   
ND3241 .G68 1962 
 
782. Gross, Nancy D.; Fontana, Frank 
Shisha embroidery: traditional Indian mirror work with instructions and transfer patterns.  By 
Nancy D. Gross & Frank Fontana.  New York: Dover Publications, 1981.  
9, 21 p., 24 leaves of plates: ill; 28 cm.  
ISBN: 0486240436 (pbk.).  
TT778.S55 G76 1981 
 
783. Hackin, Ria (Parmentier); Kuhzad, Ahmad Ali 
Legendes et coutumes afghanes. Par Ria Hackin et Ahmad Ali Kohzad. Paris: Impr. nationale, 
1953.   




784. Hamm Walsh, Dawna Marlyn  
A discipline-based art education model for criticism and inquiry directed to non-western art. 
Thesis (Ph.D.)--Texas Tech University, 1992.  
viii, 256 leaves: ill.  
Photocopy. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International, 1994. 22 cm. 
N345 .H36 1992a  
 
785. Harvey, Janet  
Traditional textiles of central Asia. New York, N.Y.: Thames and Hudson, 1996.  
160 p.: ill. (some col.); 31 cm.  
NK8875 .H37 1996  
 
786. Heinrich, Helmut T.; Lorenz, Manfred; Lebedev, Konstantin Aleksandrovich 
Afghanische Marchen.  Ubertragen von Helmut T. Heinrich; herausgegeben von Manfred 
Lorenz.  Frankfurt am Main: Insel Verlag, 1990. 1 Aufl.     
241 p.; 18 cm. (Insel Taschenbuch, 1270) 
GR302.5 .A34 1990 
 
787. Herawi, Aziz; Baily, John; World Music Institute  
Music of Afghanistan (Sound recording).  By Aziz Herawi.  New York: World Music Institute, 
1990.  
1 sound cassette (ca. 66 min.): analog, Dolby processed. 1 7/8 ips. (New Americans, World 
Music Institute) 
Digital recording.  Produced by Robert H. Browning and John Baily.  
Notes on Afghanistan music history and instruments and program notes about pieces and 
performers laid in container. 
"Recorded live at Washington Square Church in New York City, January, 1990 and the Elks 
Lodge in Queens, New York."  
"WMI012"  
Popular songs and classical music of Afghanistan, performed by Aziz Herawi, John Baily, 
Veronica Doubleday, Siar Ahmad Hazeq, and Omar Herawi. 
M1825.A318 M87 1990 (Tape)  
788. Hoerburger, Felix 
Volksmusik in Afghanistan nebst einem Exkurs uber Qor'an-Rezitation und Thora-Kantillation 
in Kabul.  Regensburg: G. Bosse, 1969.   




789. Hrbas, Milos; Knobloch, Edgar; Finlayson-Samsour, Roberta 
The art of Central Asia.  By Milos Hrbas and Edgar Knobloch; translated by Roberta Finlayson-
Samsour.  London: Hamlyn, 1965.   
3-27, 10 p.: ill.; 28 cm.  
N7291 .H713 
 
790. Hull, Alastair; Luczyc-Wyhowska, Jose  
Kilim: the complete guide: history, pattern, technique, identification.  By Alastair Hull and Jose 
Luczyc-Wyhowska.  San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1993.  
352 p.: ill., maps; 33 cm.  
NK2808 .H78 1993  
 
791. Janata, Alfred; Braunmuller, Robert 
Schmuck in Afghanistan.  By Alfred Janata; photos, Robert Braunmuller.  Graz: Akademische 
Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1981.  
211 p.: ill.; 29 cm. 
ISBN: 3201011509.  
NK7375.6.A1 J3 
 
792. Kalter, Johannes 
Aus Steppe und Oase = The arts and crafts of Turkestan.  New York: Thames and Hudson, 1984.   
167 p.: ill.; 24 cm. 
ISBN: 0500973164.   
Translation of: Aus Steppe und Oase. 
NK976.T87 K3513 1984 
 
793. Komaroff, Linda 
The Timurid phase in Iranian metal-work: formulation and realization of a style. Thesis 
(Ph.D.)--New York University, 1984.  
xxvi, 829 p.: ill.  
Photocopy. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International, 1994. 22 cm. 
NK6474 .K66 1984a  
 
794. Konieczny, M. G.  
Textiles of Baluchistan.  London: British Museum Publications, 1979.  
77 p.: ill.; 26 cm.  
NK8906.4.B35 K66  
 
795. Kuhnert, Gerd 
Falknerei in Afghanistan.  Bonn: Habelt, 1980.   
102 p., 8 leaves of plates; 21 cm. (Homo venator, v. 3) 
ISBN: 3774917515.  
SK321 .K83 
 
796. Kussmaul, Friedrich; Snoy, Peter; Institut fur den Wissenschaftlichen Film  
Tadschiken (Afghanistan, Badakhshan) - Korbflechterei: Tajiks (Afghanistan, Badakhshan) - 
basket-making = Tadjiks (Afghanistan, Badakhshan) - vanneri.  By Friedrich Kussmaul und 
Peter Snoy.  Gottingen: Institut fur den Wissenschaftlichen Film, 1980.  
18 p.: ill.; 25 cm. (Publikationen zu wissenschaftlichen Filmen: Sektion Ethnologie 0341-5910, 
Ser. 10, Nr. 19, E746; Encyclopaedia cinematographica, E746)  
Summary of film in German, English and French.  
The film shows the making of a basket and a tray at Saran (Valley of Mungan).  First the raw 
materials (reeds and osiers) are cut, then the basket and the tray are made by two women in the 
twining technique. Finally the film shows the use of the basket in weeding.  
Alternative titles: Tajiks (Afghanistan, Badakhshan.)  
GN635.A3 K87 no. E746  
 
797. Lentz, Thomas Woodward, Jr.  
Painting at Herat under Baysunghur ibn Shahrukh.  Thesis: (Ph.D.)--Harvard University, 1985.   
v, 590 leaves.   
Photocopy. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International, 1987. 22 cm.  ND992.2.H46 
L46 1987a 
 
798. Lyons, Islay; Ingholt, Harald 
Gandharan art in Pakistan.  With 577 illustrations photographed by Islay Lyons, and 77 pictures 
from other sources.  Introduction and descriptive catalogue by Harald Ingholt.  New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1957.  
203 p.: ill., maps; 31 cm.  
N7307.P3 L9  
 
799. Michaud, Roland; Michaud, Sabrina; Barry, Mike 
Faiences d'azur.  Photographies, Roland et Sabrina Michaud; textes, traductions et calligraphies, 
Michael Barry.  Paris: Impr. nationale editions, 1995.  
313 p.: ill., map; 31 cm.  
NK4670.7.A78 M53 1995  
 
800. Michaud, Roland; Michaud, Sabrina; Barry, Mike 
Faiences d'azur = Design and color in Islamic architecture: eight centuries of the tile-maker's art.  
Photographs by Roland and Sabrina Michaud; text by Michael Barry.  New York: Vendome 
Press; New York: Distributed in the USA and Canada by Rizoli International through St. Martins 
Press, 1996.  
315 p.: col. ill., col. map; 31 cm.  
Alternative title: Design and color in Islamic architecture. 
NK4670.7.A78 M5313 1996  
 
801. Mills, Margaret Ann 
Cupid and Psyche in Afghanistan: an international tale in cultural context.  New York, 1978.  
28 p.; 28 cm. (Asia Society, Afghanistan Council, no. 14) 
Contains translation of Xasten Xomar.  
GR302.5 .M54 1978 
 
802. Mills, Margaret Ann 
Oral narrative in Afghanistan: the individual in tradition.  New York: Garland Pub., 1990.   
484 p.: ill., map; 24 cm. (Harvard dissertations in folklore and oral tradition)  
ISBN: 0824028716. 
GR302.5 .M55 1990 
 
803. Mills, Margaret Ann 
Rhetorics and politics in Afghan traditional storytelling.  Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1991.   
xi, 388 p., 15 plates; 24 cm. (Publications of the American Folklore Society, New series) 
ISBN: 0812281993. 
GR302.7.H47 M54 1991 
 
804. Morris, Rekha 
Prolegomena to a study of Gandhara art.  By Rekha Morris. Thesis (Ph.D.)--University of 
Chicago, 1983.  
xii, 499 p.: ill.  
Photocopy. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International, 1986. 21 cm. N8193.3.G36 
M67 1983a  
 
805. Mukherjee, Bratindra Nath 
Nana on lion: a study in Kushana numismatic art.  By B. N. Mukherjee.  Calcutta: Asiatic 
Society, 1969.   
xii, 159 p., 15 plates; 24 cm.  
CJ3544 .M84 
 
806. Musik aus Nuristan. (Sound recording).  Austria: Adevaphon; Graz: Distributed by 
Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1976.   
1 sound disc: analog, 33 1/3 rpm; 12 in.  
Adevaphon: 8010 (matrix) 
Folk music. 
Additional title on container: Musik aus Afghanistan: Nuristan. 
Contents: Tanz aus Kamdesh -- Mannergesang aus Kamdesh -- Flotensolo -- Mannergesang aus 
Parun -- Mannergesang aus Wama -- Wadj-Solo -- Mannergesang aus Mandesh -- Frauengesang 
aus Mandesh -- Mannergesang aus Arans -- Mannergesang aus Waigal -- Mannergesang und 
Tanz aus Waigal -- Manner- und Frauenchor aus Waigal -- Wadjanol allol -- Atane meli kashana. 
Various performers.  
Alternative title: Musik aus Afghanistan.  
Recorded in Oct. 1967 and Sept. 1968. 
Folk songs and dances from Nuristan sung and played by native musicians. 
M1824.A3 M87 1976, RA  
 
807. Nabholz-Kartaschoff, Marie Louise; Bucherer-Dietschi, Paul 
Textilhandwerk in Afghanistan: Filz, Gewebe, Kleidung, Stickerei. Liestal: Bibliotheca 
Afghanica, 1983.   
175 p.: ill.; 21 cm. (Schriftenreihe der Bibliotheca Afghanica, 3)  
In English, French, and German. 
Contents: Der textilforscher Alfred Buhler / M. L. Nabholz-Kartaschoff -- The art of feltmaking 
in Afghanistan / M. E. Burkett -- Filzarbeiten in Afghanistan und ihre fruhen Vorlaufer in 
Zentralasien / Heinz Baranski -- Wollweberei im Munjantal / Iren von Moos -- Les Ikats 
d'Usbekistan et d'Afghanistan / Bernard Dupaigne -- Lydia Bagdasarianz und die Geschichte des 
orientalischen Kostumes / Cornelia Vogelsanger -- Le tailleur, le fripier et la brodeuse / 
Micheline Centlivres-Demont -- Stickereien in Afghanistan / Brigitta und Dietrich Wegner -- Ya 
Ali! Ya Hasan! Ya Husayn! / Alfred Janata und Nassim Jawad.  
NK8875.6.A1 T49 1983 
 
808. National Museum of Pakistan; Pakistan, Dept. of Archaeology 
Gandhara sculpture in the National Museum of Pakistan.  Karachi: Published for the Dept. of 
Archaeology by the Dept. of Advertising, Films & Publications, Govt. of Pakistan, 1956.  
43 p.: ill.; 25 cm. 
"Exhibit arranged by the Dept. of Archaeology, Govt. of Pakistan."  
NB1007.P4 G3  
 
809. O'Bannon, George W.  
The Saltiq Ersari carpet. 1975?  
27 leaves: ill.; 28 cm.  
Typescript. 
NK2809.E73 O12  
 
810. Oudenhoven, N. J. A. van.  
Common Afghan street games.  Lisse: Swets & Zeitlinger, 1979.   
ix, 78 p., 4 p. of photos: ill.; 24 cm. 
ISBN: 9026502931.  
GV1204.81.A3 O93 
 
811. Pal, Pratapaditya; Los Angeles County Museum of Art 
Indian sculpture: a catalogue of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art collection.  Los 
Angeles, Calif: Los Angeles County Museum of Art in association with University of California 
Press, Berkeley, 1986-1988.   
2 v.: ill.; 30 cm. 
Contents: v. 1. Circa 500 B.C. - A.D. 700 -- v. 2. 700 - 1800. 
Library has: v. 1 
NB1002 .L67 1986 
 
812. Pitoeff, Pribislav; Musee de lhomme (Museum national d'histoire naturelle), Department 
dethnomusicologie; France, Ministere de la culture et de la communication; Centre national de la 
recherche scientifique (France) 
Afghanistan: chants des Pashai = Songs of the Pashai.  Cenregistrements de Privislav Pitoeff.  
France: Le Chant du Monde: distribution, Harmonia Mundi, France, 1990. New ed.    
1 sound disc (62 min.) digital, stereo.  (Collection C. N. ..., Musee de lhomme.  Additional title 
on guide: Afghanistan: Songs of the Pashai.  Published by the Unite Propre de Recherche no. 165 
of the C. N. R. S. and the Dept. dethnomusicologre, Laboratorie d'Ethnologie du Musee de 
l'Homme, Museum National d'Histore naturelle."--Guide, p. 31  
Map, Jean Laurent, Musee de lHomme; translation, Mary Ryan and Barbara Thompson; 
recordings, photographs and commentary, by  Pribislav Pitoeff.  Digital reissue of previous 
analog recording (Paris: Le Chant du  Monde, p 1981, no. LDX 74752) revised and augmented 
with pieces on bands 2, 4, 12 and 15. 
"Reissued with support of the French Ministry of Culture and Communication (Dept. of Music 
and Dance).--Guide, p. 31. 
Program notes in English and French and song titles in French inserted in container. 
Guide, notes, and some song lyrics in French and English (30 p.: ill., map) inserted in container.  
Contents: De par le monde, nul homme n'est aussi traitre et menteur que   
toi... -- Que sa tunique est belle, au col orne dune rangee de pieces darqent... -- Je t'en supplie, ne 
passe vie dans la maison de ce grigou... -- Le tabac en  accusation -- Soudain, elle apparut devant 
moi... -- A la gloire des artisans -- Air de danse -- De bon matin, mon doux ami, j'etais assise 
aupres de l'atre... -- Un jour, je lui ai offert des sucreries... -- Sans toi,  je ne peux etre en bonne 
sante... -- Aupres de qui prendrais-je de tes nouvelles... -- Ke Talek- ge -- A la riviere, tu m'es 
apparue... -- Tu m'as brise en mille morceaux... -- Bara-ge -- Un jour tu m'as fait un petit signe... 
-- Je le sais: ton coeur est satisfait...  
Sung and played by native musicians. 
"These recordings were made in Afghanistan (Dec. 1970 - Dec. 1971) on field work for Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientifique."--Guide, p. 31 
Alternative titles: Chants des Pashai; Songs of the Pashai  
M1824.A3 A33 1990 (Comp. Disc) 
 
813. Pope, Arthur Upham; Ackerman, Phyllis; Bestermann, Theodore 
A survey of Persian art from prehistoric times to the present.  London; New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1938.   
6 v.: ill., plates, maps, diagrams; 39 cm. 
"Published under the auspices of the American Institute for Iranian Art and Archeology." 
Contents: v. 1. Text: [pre-Islamic] pre-Achaemenid, Achaemenid, Partian and Sasnian periods -- 
v. 2. Text: [Islamic] architecture, the ceramic arts, calligraphy and epigraphy -- v. 3. Text: 
[Islamic] the art of the book, textiles, carpets, metalwork, minor arts -- v. 6. Plates. 
N7280 .P63 
 
814. Powell, Luke  
The Afghan folio. (Picture).  Burlington, VT: Queen City Printer, 1987.   
32 photographs: col.; 11 x 15 cm. + 1 catalog.   
Photographic exhibit held at the University Library, University of Nebraska at Omaha, March 
12-25, 1990; sponsored by the Center for Afghanistan Studies and the University Library, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha.  
TR647.P6 P68  
 
815. Pugachenkova, Galina Anatolevna 
Iskusstvo Afganistana: tri etiuda.  By G. A. Pugachenkova.  Moskva: Iskusstvo, 1963.  




816. Radif-e Raqs. Salt Lake City, UT: Center for Preservation and Propagation of Eastern Arts, 
1987.   
2 videocassette (VHS), (ca. 4 hrs.); sd., col 1/2 in. 4 audio cassettes (ca. 4 hrs.) 1 7/8 ips. 1 book 
(151 leaves) ill.; 28 cm. in container 36 cm. x 36 cm. x 8 cm.  Recorded and written in 
conjunction with the conference on Music and Dance of the Silk Route Conference, University 
of Utah 1987. Contains instruction and historical background for dances from Persia and other 
"Silk route" areas, such as Afghanistan, Kurdistan, Arminia, India, Korea and Central Asia.  
ML3756 .R33 1987 (Kit) 
 
817. Rapin, Claude  
Indian art from Afghanistan: the legend of Sakuntala and the Indian treasure of eucratides at Ai 
Khanum.  New Delhi: Manohar, 1996.  
vi, 164, xxi p.: ill., maps; 28 cm.  
"This work is the English translation of several extracts pertaining to India in the volume by Cl. 
Rapin ..." -- p. 1.  
DS375.A95 R36 1996  
 
818. Rhi, Ju-hyung  
Gandharan images of the Sravast Miracle: an ichnographic reassessment. By Ju-hyung Rhi. 
Thesis (Ph.D.)--University of California at Berkeley, 1991.  
367, 79 p. of plates: ill., maps.  
Photocopy. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International, 1992. 21 cm. NB1912.G38 
R53 1992  
 
819. Rice, Frances Mortimer; Rowland, Benjamin; Muzah'i Kabul 
Art in Afghanistan: objects from the Kabul Museum.  Photographs by Frances Mortimer Rice; 
introduction and text by Benjamin Rowland.  London: Allen Lane, the Penguin P., 1971.   
x, 93 p.: ill.; 28 cm. 
ISBN: 0713900687. 
N3750.K3 R5 1971 
 
820. Rice, Tamara Abelson Talbot 
Ancient arts of Central Asia.  New York: Praeger, 1965.   
288 p.: ill., maps; 22 cm. (Praeger world of art series)  
N7291 .R5 
 
821. Ross, E. Denison (Sir); Royal Academy of Arts (Great Britain) 
Persian art.  Editor E. Denison and others.  London: Pub. for the International Exhibition of 
Persian Art, Royal Academy 1931, by Luzac and Company, 1930.   
107 p.: ill., map; 19 cm. 
Historical introduction / E. D. Ross -- Persian art / R. Fry -- Early Persian art, by C. J. Gadd -- 
Architecture / K. A. C. Creswell -- Painting / L. Binyon -- Pottery and glass / B. Rackham -- 
Textile art / L. Ashton -- Carpets / C. E. C. Tattersall -- Metal-work / L. Ashton.  
N7280 .R6 
 
822. Rowland, Benjamin; Muzah'i Kabul; Asia Society; Asia House Gallery; Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art; National Collection of Fine Arts (U.S.) 
Ancient art from Afghanistan: treasures of the Kabul Museum. New York: Arno Press, 1976.  
144 p.: ill.; 28 cm. (The Asia Society collection) 
ISBN: 0405065671.   
Catalogue of a traveling exhibition shown at the Asia House Gallery, New York, the Lytton 
Gallery, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, and the National Collection of Fine Arts, 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., Jan. 13 - Aug. 23 1966.   
Reprint of the edition published by the Asia Society, New York.  
N7292 .R68 
 
823. Saberi, Helen; Zaka, Najiba; Breshna, Shaima  
Noch-e djan: la cuisine afghane.  Par Helen Saberi; avec le concours de Najiba Zaka et de 
Shaima Breshna; illustre par Abdullah Breshna; traduction francaise de Michele Hachim Saberi. 
Paris, France: Centre de recherches et d'etudes documentaires sur l'Afghanistan, 1991.  
159 p.: ill., cartes; 24 cm.  
TX725.A3 S2214 1991  
 
824. Saberi, Helen; Zaka, Najiba; Breshna, Shaima 
Noshe Djan: Afghan food and cookery.  London: Prospect; distributed in the U.S.A. by the 
University Press of Virginia, 1986.   
160 p.: ill.; 23 cm. 
ISBN: 0907325327.  
TX725.A3 S22 1986 
 
825. Sakata, Hiromi Lorraine 
The concepts of music and musician in three Persian-speaking areas of Afghanistan.  Thesis 
(Ph.D.)--University of Washington, 1976.   
xii, 279 leaves.    
Photocopy. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International, 1987. 21 cm. 
ML3758.A3 S34 1976a  
 
826. Sakata, Hiromi Lorraine 
Music in the mind: the concepts of music and musician in Afghanistan. Kent, Ohio: Kent State 
University Press, 1983.  
xii, 243 p.: ill., music; 24 cm. 
ISBN: 087338265X.  
ML345.A35 S24 1983 
 
827. Schmidt, Carolyn Woodford 
Bodhisattva headdresses and hair styles in the Buddhist art of Gandhara and related regions of 
Swat and Afghanistan.  Thesis (Ph.D.)--Ohio State University, 1990.  
3 v.: ill. 
Photocopy. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International, 1991. 21 cm. Alternative 
title: Buddhist art of Gandhara and related regions of Swat and Afghanistan. 
GT2290 .S36 1990a  
 
828. Sen, Geeti; Abu al-Fazl ibn Mubarak 
Paintings from the Akbar nama: a visual chronicle of Mughal India.  Varanasi, India: Lustre 
Press under arrangement with Rupa, Calcutta, 1984.   
176 p.: ill.; 29 cm. 
Revision of the authors thesis (Ph.D.)--Calcutta University, 1978.  
ND3399.A2 S46 1984 
 
829. Seraj, Mohammed Aziz 
Afghan jokes and proverbs.  Compiled by Mohammed Aziz Seraj.  New York: Vantage Press, 
1991.  1st ed.   
37 p.; 21 cm. 
PN6222.A3 A35 1991  
 
830. Slobin, Mark 
Instrumental music in Northern Afghanistan.  Thesis (Ph.D.)--University of Michigan, 1969.  
xii, 310 leaves.   
Photocopy. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International, 1973. 
ML3758.A3 S59 1969a 
 
831. Slobin, Mark  
Kirgiz instrumental music.  New York: Society for Asian Music, 1969.  
xiii, 158 p.: ill., music; 26 cm. (Asian music publications. Series D: Monographs, no. 2)  
ML511 .S6 1969  
 
832. Slobin, Mark 
Music in the culture of northern Afghanistan.  Tucson: Published for the Wenner-Gren 
Foundation for Anthropological Research by University of Arizona Press, 1976.   
xiv, 297 p.: ill.; 23 cm. (Viking Fund publications in anthropology, no. 54) 
ISBN: 0816504989.  
ML3758.A3 S6 
 
833. Soudavar, Abolala; Beach, Milo Cleveland; Art and History Trust Collection (Houston, 
Tex.)  
Art of the Persian courts: selections from the Art and History Trust Collection. By Abolala 
Soudavar; with a contribution by Milo Cleveland Beach.  
New York: Rizzoli, 1992.   
423 p.: col. ill.; 31 cm.  
Contents: The Mongols -- Teymur -- The court of Soltan Hosayn Mirza Bayqara -- The 
Turkaman dynasties -- The Safavid synthesis -- Sixteenth-Century painting -- Reza-e Abbasi and 
Esfahan painting -- Persian culture and Mughal India -- European and Indian influences -- 
Eighteenth and nineteenth-century Iran.  
ND3241 .S68 1992  
 
834. Stettler, Romuald  
Die beludschen.  Bern: Teppich Stettler, 1983.  
24 p.: ill.; 21 cm.  
NK2875.6 .S42 1983  
 
835. Stettler, Romuald  
Stammesteppiche aus Afghanistan und Turkestan.  Bern: Teppich Stettler, 1988.  
64 p.: ill.; 21 cm.  
NK2875.6 .S43 1988  
 
836. Stettler, Romuald  
Teppiche auf den Spuren Marco Polo. Bern: Teppich Stettler, 1987.  
56 p.: ill.; 21 cm.  
HD9937.A4 S42 1987  
 
837. Stuckert, Rudolf; Bucherer-Dietschi, Paul 
Schmuck und Silberschmiedearbeiten in Afghanistan und Zentralasien: Schmuck in 
Sammlungen. Liestal: Schweizerisches Afghanistan-Archiv, 1981.   
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